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Early Metalearning Strategies
Dr Agnes Chang
Principal Investigator

1 Objectives
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The study attempted to investigatewhether (a) primary school teachers teach metalearning strategies to their pupils, and (b) whether Primary Five
pupils can be taught metalearning strategies
through Mathematics, Science and Social Studies.
An interview was carried out in the preintervention stage to find out whether teachers
considered that they taught metalearning strategies. The intervention stage involved the trialling
of particular strategies during Mathematics,
science and Social studies lessons. The effectiveness
strategies were examined
post-intewen tion interviews and test results,

certain whether metalearning strategies were
being taught to pupils and the post-intervention
interviews were conducted to assess the strengths
and weaknesses of the interventionstrategies.

Summary of the Research Findings

1. Usual teaching approaches of the experimentk . m dcontrol f eachers before intervention
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They did not ask or teach their pupils to:
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1.1 explain the steps in solving a Mathematics/Science problem;

1.2

suggest alternative solutions to a problem;

1.3

read their texts and do self-questioning

1.4

draw diagrams to show relationships between
related concepts;

Two neighbourhood government primary shools
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having pupils with similar social economic backgrounds were invited to participate in the study. 1.5 identify their own mistakes and correct them;
and
One was randomly chosen to be the experimental
shoo1 and the othd the cotIh.ol xhool. T W O h ~ h -1.6 generate thek own na*ematicel problems.
ers in the experimental school were selected by
their principil to be the "experimenting teach&
and two classes taught by the experimenting teachers f o n d theexperimental classes. Two classesin
the control schooi formed the control classes.
Intensive discussions took place between the
experimenting teachers and Project Team members for three weeks before the intervention study,
which spanned over ten weeks. The control teachers were not involved in the training. Though intact classes participated in the study, only 20
pupils were randomly chosen to be tested on a set
of 13 metaIeamjng tasks. This is because one-toone testing was used and was very time-consuming. Besides the pre- and post-testing on metalearning tasks, observations of classroom learning
were also carried out during &e intervention period. The experimenting teachers we& interviewed before and after the in tenention while the
control teachers were only interviewed once. The
pre-internention interviews were conducted to as-

R E S E A R C H

2. Effects of Metalearning Intervention
Has the 'mehiearning intervention been successful

in helping pupils to develop

metalearning strate-

12.1 T h e results showed that the difference bekArMn
+ha ylS*rs-nnet
tests differences of the exY
perimental t-211u
' ~ w l l k r 0 1pupils was statistically
different a t the -0001 level. It is important to
1 pupils did muchbetter at
note that fie .-.-.+-.kfi
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the pre-test and yet after the intervention, the
experimental grou~p overtook the control
group by a T-*;-'n r u = ,&gin on the post-test.
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,2.2 A two-way ANOVA to test within subject effects reveals that statistically significant
changes did take place within the two
gmups between the pre-test and post-test
'

stages.
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B U L L E T I N
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:&bject effects xeveals that statistically signifimt changes did take place within the two
!goups between the pre-test and post-test

'There was also m interaction effect between
Erneand School which means that while the

solving a problem and tried to find out different possible solutionsto a problem;

failure to solve a problem; and

results tie in with the opportuni-

be able to benefitfrom the metalearningstrate-

d in the post-test, More alternative sowere given and betiter elaborate explaans were offered. Hypothesis formulation
esis formulation dld not show m y im-

ent. Feedback from the teachers indithat social studies was not considered

in why the teachers did not use some of the
intervention strategies.

&ee social studies items.

in Problem Solving

vering; attempted all tasks; dld not
time reading the problem before
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